
Scratch Build a Water Tower 

Part 1, Building the base 

I. Before beginning some decisions need to be made as they will affect the 

construction as we go. 
 

A. The first decision is what material do you want to make the tower out of, wood or styrene? 

1. Wood – Any piece that will be stained instead of painted needs to be done before gluing as any 

glue seepage will not take the stain. 

2. Styrene – Need to score the styrene with a razor saw and/or wire brush to add a woodgrain 

texture to it prior to assembly 

B. Are you making this tower for a Standard Gauge or Narrow Gauge application? 

1. This decision affects the height of the legs, approx 17’ for Standard Gauge and 13’ for Narrow 

Gauge 

C. Do you want to use cement footings or wood timbers - this affects leg construction 

D. Do you want a Frost Box?  A Frost Box was used to enclose the tank filler plumbing and prevent 

freezing of the pipes.  Again, this affects construction as you go. 

1. Most enclose the center legs like the Campbell Scale Model’s version. 

2. The Durango Press Tank as moved the Frost box to just under the water spout. 

3. Campbell also makes a Northern Tank where the entire base is enclosed. 

4. Maybe no Frost box at all because you are modeling a region that doesn’t need it 

E. Are you building a full size mainline tank or a smaller branchline tank?   

1. The tank size will determine the lengths of your Cap Timbers and Floor Joists as well as the leg 

spacing 

2. Tank sizes can be vary by what you use as framework to build the tank there are some common 

sizes. 

a) Mainline = approximately 24’ diameter 
b) Branchline = approximately 14’ diameter 

F. Do you want straight sides to the tank or tapered in at the top?  Tapered is really tricky so we’re going 

to stick with straight sizes for this clinic  

G. Do you want round or flat tank bands?   

1. For round we’ll use monofilament line (fishing line)   

2. For flat we’ll use metal or paper bands  

H. What kind of a roof do you want on the tank?   

1. A shingled Hexagon roof like Campbell Scale models   

2. A flat roof like the Baker Tank   

3. A round shingled roof   

4. No roof at all were you will model water in the tank  

I. Do you want a single water spout or maybe a double that services 2 tracks?  

J. Maybe you want to model something totally different like a double tank tower or a horizontal tank.   
 

II. With those decisions made we’ll begin construction using the plans for the Campbell 

tank as our basis.  If you are using one of the alternate plans you will have to make 

modifications as we go.   
 



A. Cut the timbers to form the bents that support the tank (12x12 material) 

1. Cut 12 legs to length; Standard Gauge (17’) or Narrow Gauge (13’)  

2. Cut 2 long Cap Timbers 2’ shorter than the diameter of your tank 

3. Cut 2 short Cap Timbers ½ the length of the long Cap Timbers  

4. If you plan on using timber footings instead of cement then cut 2 more of each length for Foot 

Timbers  

B. Now cut the 4 Frost Box walls out of scribed siding material  

1. Skip this step if you are building the Northern tank or not using a Frost box at all  

2. These will be the same length as the legs you just cut  

3. Width will vary based on leg spacing  

a) Example using the Campbell tank  
(1) 22’ Cap Timber – 6” overhang on each end = 21’   

(2) 21’ – 4 12x12 legs = 17’  

(3) 17’/3 = approximately 5’6” spacing between legs  

C. Next we’ll add a door to 1 of the Frost Box walls (this will be the front wall) 

1. The easiest method would be to purchase a already made door, cut an opening and glue it in, 

what’s the fun in that?   

2. Cut door framing out of 2x4 material (larger scales should use 1x4 to be more in scale)   

a) Cut 2 side frames 6’6” long  
b) cut the top frame 3’8” long  

3. Glue the 2 side frames to one wall at the bottom, centered on the wall and 3’ a part   

4. Glue the top frame over the 2 side frames forming a 3’ wide door  

5. Now we have to have a way to open the door so we have to add a door knob  

a) Skip this step for Z-scale since you probably couldn’t see it anyway  
b) Use the shaft of an ordinary straight pin for N-scale  
c) Use the head of an ordinary straight pin for HO  
d) Use dress maker pins with approximately a scale 6” head for the larger scales (they 
come in various size heads)   

6. Drill a small hole for the door knob, 3’ from the bottom and 4” to 6” in from one side using a bit 

that approximates the pin shaft size  

7. Insert the pin until it just barely sticks out and secure with ACC   

8. When dry you can cut off the excess from the back 

D. Start assembly of the Long bents   

1. Make a copy of the side view drawing and tape it to your work surface then cover it with wax 

paper   

2. Lay the front wall of the Frost box on the template surface face up 

a) If not using a Frost Box just secure 2 legs to the drawing and go to step 4 
3. Edge glue a leg on each side so that the legs are flush with the back of the Frost Box wall  

4. Glue the Cap Timber to the top of the wall and legs centered on the Frost Box wall 

5. Glue 2 outside legs to the Cap Timber keeping them square 

6. Add the X-bracing out of 4x6 material (2x6 in larger scales) 

7. When dry, turn the assembly over and add X-bracing on the back side 

8. Repeat for the back wall and bent assembly  

E. Assemble the Short bents  

1. Back to the side view template and secure 2 legs over the center 2 of the drawing 

2. Glue on the Cap Timber making sure it’s centered 

3. Now add the X-Bracing using the same method as before 

4. Make 2 of these 

F. Build up the base 

1. Now lay the back wall, face down, on your work surface, and lay the front wall, face up, on top 

of it making sure everything is lined up between the two assemblies 



2. Drill a hole all the way through both assemblies where the right upper X-brace is attached to 

the right outside leg – Drill size depends on rod size as this is for the tension rod and will assure a 

good alignment 

3. Insert a slightly over length piece of the rod through both assemblies to keep alignment 

4. Repeat this process for all rods that go through the outside legs of the long bent assemblies – 

inserting a rod in at least 2 holes to maintain alignment 

5. When all the holes are drilled, remove the temporary rods and place both assemblies, face up, 

on your work surface 

6. Lay a short bent on top of each long bent, even at the top and centered over the two center 

legs 

7. Now repeat the drill & insert process to add rod holes to the short bents and the  inside legs of 

the long bents 

G. Add inside supports for the Frost Box walls 

1. Glue as support pieces made from 6x6 material to the back of the Frost box wall so the outer 

edge is aligned with the seam made by the wall and the leg on both sides This will leave a notch on 

both sides that the side walls will be glued into so they attach to the legs in the same manner as 

the front/back walls did 

H. Assemble the base 

1. Start by cutting out and securing the footprint template to your work surface 

2. Now re-insert the over-length rods through the outside legs of both long bents and secure the 

bents in place over the template 

3. With the two bents secured over the template add X-bracing to both ends 

4. Now add the side walls of the Frost Box to this assembly 

5. Now we’ll add the short bents to the front and the back by inserting rods and attaching to the 

template 

6. Then add X-Bracing between the short bents and the center legs of the long bents 

7. Repeat for the back side 

8. Now cut and add the four diagonal Cap Timbers out of 12x12 material so they fit between the 

short and long Cap Timbers 

I. Install the Tension Rods and Nut-Bolt-Washer (NBW) castings 

1. Remove the temporarily inserted tension rods and cut them so that when installed they will be 

recessed in the outside leg to allow room for the NBW casting shaft 

2. Secure with ACC 

3. Now add a NBW into each hole so that the rod appears to go through the legs and is attached 

with nuts and washers at either end of the rod 

4. ACC the NBWs in place 

5. When all NBWs are installed, paint them and the tension rods a rust color 

J. Add Footers to the base 

1. First decide if you want Timber footers or concrete footers 

2. If you’ve chosen Timber footers 

a) Duplicate the two long Cap Timbers and the two short Cap Timbers out of 12x12 
material 
b) Then glue these under the legs parallel to the Cap Timbers 
c) Finally, add a short timber between the long bents under the side wall on both sides 
forming a square timber bottom under the Frost Box walls 

3. If you’ve chosen concrete footers 

a) Cut a block 8’6”x8’6” out of a scale 12” thick material 
b) Glue this centered under the Frost Box with equal overhang on all four sides 
c) If you’ve adjusted the leg spacing due to tank size then adjust this block to provide 
approximately a 6” overhang on all 4 sides 
d) Now cut 8 blocks 2’x2’ out of the same 12” thick stock 



e) Glue them centered on the bottom of each of the outer legs 
f) If desired you can file a slight taper on all 4 sides of each of the 8 footings to match 
the castings that Campbell Scale Models provide for this purpose 
g) When dry paint the footings an “Aged Concrete” color 

K. Add the floor joists to the top of the base 

1. Cut out the Floor Joist template and secure it to your work surface 

2. If your desired tank does not match the diameter of the template, place your tank base over 

the drawing and draw the new parameter on the drawing 

3. Using the diameter of the tank as a guide cut 2 of each length out of 4x12 material 

a) Note that the center 2 joists extend past the diameter to support the water spout 
b) If you desire a double spout tank then extend these joists on both sides 

4. Secure the joists to the template 

5. Now spread a thin layer of glue to the top of all for Cap Timbers then turn the base assembly 

upside down and position on the floor joists 

6. Add some weight and let this dry 
 

Congratulations! 

You’ve just completed part 1 of  

Scratch Building a Water Tower 

Well Done! 

 
 

We’ll build the Tank itself in part 2 


